General Track Information
Dogs are from the family canidae (canids singular), better known as
canine mammals. Below are the tracks of some common canine species.

Coyote

Red Fox

Domestic Dog

Cats on the other hand are from the family felidae (felids singular), better
known as feline mammals. Below are the tracks of some feline species.

Bobcat

Mountain Lion
Domestic Cat

Below are some other mammal tracks that you may see when you’re out and about!

Long-Tailed Weasel
River Otter

Stripped Skunk

White-Tailed Deer
Eastern Grey Squirrel
Raccoon
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Detailed Track Information of Species Covered on Walk
Red Fox Tracks








Red fox tracks typically show claws the
center toe claws are usually very visible
in the track.
Their front tracks are 4.4cm (1.75”) wide
and 5.7cm (2.25”) long. Their back tracks
are roughly the same.
The red fox stride is 33cm-38cm (13”15”) at a walking or trotting pace. The
distance may vary depending if the fox is
running if so the stride distance ranges
from: 42.7cm – 91.4cm (18”-36")
Red foxes often walk in a straight line,
placing each foot directly in front of the
other. Though this is a common way to
find their tracks, their walking patterns
can vary a great deal depending on how
fast they were moving at the time.
The foot pad is raised to form a distinct
"v" shape in the track.

Raccoon Tracks









Raccoon tracks are hand shaped with 5
fingers and toes
Claws are often visible from the hind paw
in the track
Their foreprint are 5.08cm-7.62cm (2”3”) wide and 5.72cm (2.25”) long.
Hindprints are 8.26cm-10.8cm (3.25”4.25”) wide and 7.87cm (3.1”) long
The toe inner toe on each foot is smaller
than the other toes. This feature helps to
determine left paw V.S. right paw
Toes are longer on the front paw
Hindpaws show a heel and wide spread
palm
.The foot pad on the raccoon is ‘C’ shaped
and leaves an imprint in the track
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Red Fox Walking
Stride Pattern
Red Fox
Fore paw

Red Fox
Hind Paw

Eastern Grey Squirrel Tracks








The Eastern Grey Squirrel’s foreprint is
more round in shape and roughly 2.5 cm
long; the hindprints are more triangular,
around 6 cm long
When the squirrel moves across the ground
the tracks are paired and the hindprints
appear slightly ahead of the foreprints. This
is called a bounding stride. If the squirrel is
in travelling at a quick pace, the bounding
stride may be up to 1m in length
Tracks often look like two exclamation
marks (!!) when formed in the snow
The Eastern Grey Squirrel has 4 toes on the
front paw and 5 toes on the back paw

Hind Paw
Front Paw

Striped Skunk Tracks












The Striped Skunk’s foreprint are approximately
2.5 cm wide and 5.1cm long
The Striped Skunk has 5 toes
Much like the Raccoon, the “inner toe” is
smaller in size
Often get confused for Domestic Cat tracks but
Skunk tracks usually show claws
The claws are longer on the front paw and
shorter on the back. This is because the Skunk
uses its front paw for digging
Tracks are usually staggered
The hind paws are more likely to leave a heal
imprint
Skunks have plantigrade feet meaning that they
walk with their sole completely touching the
ground
Tracks may
appear
to be
bounded (hind pawin
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Front Paw
Hind Paw

White-tailed Deer Tracks










White-tailed Deer are classified as ungulates
which are species who have two toes. Moose
and Elk are some other examples of ungulate
species
The size of the deer track will vary depending
on the gender of the individual, as well as the
age
Though size may vary, it is a good indication of
the size of the deer
Fawn Tracks are approximately 4 cm in length
Doe tracks range from 5-7cm in length
Buck (male deer) prints can range up to 8.75cm
long
Pay attention to drag marks left in the tracks, it
is not uncommon for deer to draw their feet in
deep snow or to conserve energy when walking

Detailed Scat Information of Species Covered on Walk
Coyote Scat










Coyote’s tend to deposit their scat in open areas that
are visible to other animals. This states their presence
in the ecosystem
The scat of the coyote is much like that of a domestic
dog but if you look closely, you will see a difference
The scat may contain small bones from food that has
passed at well as hair, fruit and seeds from berries;
Coyotes cannot digest these things properly therefore
it appears in the scat
The length of the scat is on average 10.2 cm long and
1.9 cm in diameter
The scat doesn’t usually have a scent and it is usually
tapered at the ends
Often considered “rope-like”
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Black Bear Scat


Bear scat consistency may vary depending on
the diet of the bear. The scat may either appear
in a semi-liquid form as seen in the top right
photo, or it may have more of a solid structure
as seen in the bottom right hand photo
Colour may vary depending on diet
Black Bear scat will appear dark and runny
when they have consumed meat; hair may also
be present. The scat tends to give off an odour
when the bear has had meat in their diet
The scat will remain black when feeding on
plants but it will be more fibrous in appearance
and texture
Evidence of seeds and fruit often times appear
in the scat
Bear scat is very large in size
Bones may appear in the scat










Long-tailed Weasel Scat








Long-tailed weasel scat contains small bones,
hair and other remnants of its previous meal
The scat is segmented (has many pieces) and
has a thin
One end of the scat is tapered, coming to a point
as seen in the bottom right hand corner
Scat is typically black, twisted, with pointed
ends (as mentioned above)
When the scat is deposited it is often looped
around itself as seen in the upper right hand
photo
The scat is typically 0.5–1.0 cm in diameter by
2.0–8.3 cm in length
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White-tailed Deer Scat








White-tailed Deer scat is most commonly found
in round or oval shaped pellets that somewhat
resemble chocolate covered peanuts (surly they
don’t taste the same) as seen in the upper right
hand corner
Much like most animals, the consistency and
texture of the scat may vary depending on diet
The bottom right hand photo is also Whitetailed Deer scat just in a different form
appearing more liquid with the pellets less
defined
Scat is deposited in large piles

Owl Pellets








Since owls do not have teeth, they often times
swallow their food whole
The meal is slowly digested by the softer
materials (the meat) being separated from the
harder material (bones and fur)
Once this process is complete, the owl
regurgitates the hard material or things that
cannot be digested like feathers (as seen below),
forming a pellet
Pellets most often consist of the bone and fur
remnants from the previous meal
Owls usually drop their pellets near their
favourite perching spot
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Detailed Information on Bird Species Covered on Walk
Black-capped Chickadee
ID Features: Sparrow sized -> small and round with a black cap
around a white head. The throat of this bird is also black. Male and
females are identical in appearance
Feeds on: Insects, spiders, road kill, fish, seeds & fruit
Habitat: Forests, parks, edges of wooded areas
Behaviour: Winter behaviour- short distance migration->changes
habitat but remains in the same region prefers thick pine or cedar
forests to keep warm Spring & Summer behaviour- territorial due
to breeding season
Facts: A very social bird, may join flocks of other species
(nuthatches, wood peckers), dominance and hierarchy occur
throughout this species; males are dominant over females and the
old are more dominant than the young, those most dominant
receive the best food, mate and nesting site, feeds on seeds of
poison ivy

Blue Jay
ID Features: Black collar around the throat and head, the bill legs
and feet are all black, distinct head tuft “crest”, a white face, black
thin bars on the tail feathers
Feeds on: Nuts (acorns), insect cocoons, fruits, grains, bird eggs,
mice & frogs
Habitat: Urban areas, mixedwood forests because they provide a
variety of food
Behaviour: Aggressive
Nests: Made of bark, twigs, leaves, grasses and both male and
female assist in constructing the nest
Facts: The plumage->feathers of a blue jay are not actually blue,
the inner structure of the feathers reflect the light causing it to look
blue, you can tell the blue jays mood based on the position of the
crest; the crest is laid flat when relaxed, it bristles out in all
directions when the bird is frightened, and the crest is peaked when
the bird is feeling either excited, aggressive, or surprised, males are
larger than females, the blue jay is capable of imitating hawk calls,
they are monogamous-> mate for life, they lay 3-6 eggs/ clutch,
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Northern Cardinal
ID Features: Males have a large black mask on their face, they
are fluorescent red with a peaked head crest, females look
completely different, view the bottom left image to compare
Feeds on: Sunflower seeds, weed seeds, grains, fruits, insects

Male

Habitat: Urban areas, edges of woods, swamps & riversides
Behaviour: Winter behaviour- not migratory, they remain in the
winters, during this time they flock together-> large groups
gather, and roost->sleep, Spring & Summer behaviour- they mate
and form pairs, becoming territorial to birds of their species as
well as other birds, they are most active in the morning and
evening hours
Nests: Cup-shaped nests built in dense shrubbery and vines, nest
constructed with twigs, grass, bark & hair

Male
Female

Facts: Monogamous, the pair raise two broods a year consisting
of 2-3 eggs/ brood

American Crow
ID Features: All black in colour, a short bill
with equal lengths, large bird but smaller than
ravens
Feeds on: Garbage, bird eggs, small birds,
insects
Habitat: Urban areas, forests, fields
Behaviour: Winter behaviour- small flocks meet
up to form one large flocks called a murder of
crows, this murder may contain up to 1000 birds,
the crows will roost together at night and forage>look for food during the day, Spring & Summer
behaviour- the crows form small flocks and are
very aggressive
Nests: Nests in coniferous trees, it takes females
thirteen days to build the nest
Facts: Crows are very intelligent birds, they are
classified as scavengers,the feathers are
iridescent in colour, showing purples and greens
when light strikes, crows can be beneficial to
farmers because they feed on pest insects,
however they can also cause damage to the crops
by perching on them with full weight, 4-7 eggs/
clutch, crows will drive out the ill or old in the
flock to maintain efficiency and safety of the
murder
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Common Raven
ID Features: Completely black, larger than a crow, a chin tuft under
the bill, the top bill is longer than the bottom bill and larger in size
than that of a crow
Feeds on: The eggs of coastal birds, rodents, grains, worms, insects,
garbage
Habitat: Coniferous deciduous mixed forests, prefer mostly
coniferous
Behaviour: Often coupled or in small flocks, territorial during
breeding season
Nests: Large stick nests
Facts: Monogamous, can do rolls and summer saults when it flies,
can distinguish a gun shot from other loud noises, it will search for
where the sound came from in hopes to find some easy food, a group
of ravens is called an unkindness, 3-7 eggs are laid in the spring

American Robin
ID Features: A reddish-orange coloured breast with a white patch on
the belly and under the tail feathers, they have a white throat streaked
with black & a white crescent above and below the eye
Feeds on: fruits, berries, worms, caterpillars, grasshoppers
Habitat: lawns, fields, woodlands & gardens
Behaviour: Winter behaviour- Migratory but most active in winter
forming large flocks Spring & Summer behaviour- less social, remain
in pairs to breed becoming territorial
Nests: Nests are formed on the edge of a woodland but are hidden by
thick brush, the nests are cup shaped and made of grasses and twigs
Facts: Monogamous, males are slightly larger than females, females
are a slightly paler colour than males, there are 3-5 eggs/ clutch, the
first clutch of the season is laid in a coniferous tree species, the
remainder of the clutches or laid in deciduous trees
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Barred Owl
ID Features: A rounded headed with no tufts, plumage is
brownish-grey with white edges, wings are banded with brown
bars, the stomach is white with brown streaks running vertically
down the breast, the barred owl is one of the only owl species in
Ontario with dark brown eyes
Feeds on: Amphibians, small mammals, birds
Habitat: Coniferous deciduous mixed forest with the majority
being mainly coniferous species
Behaviour: Winter behaviour- residential, solitary outside of
breeding season, mated pairs live in home ranges next to each
other outside of breeding season, aggressive
Nests: Formed in natural cavities in trees though they may use an
abandoned stick nest from other birds
Facts: Monogamous, nocturnal-> Sleeps during the day, most
active at night, the female is larger in size, 2-3 eggs are laid at a
time

Wood Duck
ID Features: Males have an iridescent green, blue and purple
crest that is very visible, two white lines run parallel down each
side of the head, red eyes, females are brown-grey in colour with a
white eye ring and throat, the chest of the female is grey

Male

Feeds on: Seeds, fruit, insects, terrestrial and aquatic vegetation
Habitat: Riparian zones-> the areas between the water and land
that filter chemicals and act as a shelter for many species
Behaviour: Winter Behaviour- Migration, Spring & Summer
behaviour- breeding season
Nests: Female lines the nest with feathers from her chest, they
often times nest in duck boxes
Facts: The pairs meet up during Januarys so most times they
amped and ready to mate by the time they reach their breeding site
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Female

Cedar Waxwing
ID Features: Grey-brown plumage with a pale yellow breast and
stomach, the wings have bright red waxy appearing tips, the tail has a
bright yellow band across it, the head is crested & the face has a black
mask outlined in white
Feeds on: Berries, scale insects, budworms & beetles
Habitat: Deciduous forests, mixed woodlands & along streams
Behaviour: Winter behaviour- residential, feeds on cedar and juniper
berries during these times, Spring & Summer behaviour- feed on
various berries such as wild strawberry, mulberry, wild red raspberry,
and dogwoods
Nests: These birds are very social and nest in loose clustersFemale
of around
a dozen
Facts: There have been reported cases where the usual yellow tip of
the tail is more orange in colour, this is caused by a pigment from an
introduced honeysuckle species and it occurs if the bird eats the
berries while it is molting-> growing its new feathers, if cedar
waxwings eat fermented fruit they may feel intoxicated or it may lead
to death

Red-winged Blackbird
ID Features: Males are black with red “shoulder pads” that are edged with
white, yellow, or pink, females are brown in colour with a white chest and
brown vertical flecking, there is a white line above her eye extending to the
back of the head

Male

Feeds on: Insects in breeding season but when the babies fledge, the diet is
altered and they begin consuming seeds and vegetation, the switch of foods
causes the size of their muscular stomach to enlarge and become thick to
withstand the grinding of seeds, the stomach shrinks back in Spring
Habitat: Riparian zones, marshes, ponds, ditches, anywhere with a dense
population of cattails
Behaviour: Winter behaviour- migratory and flock together, Spring &
Summer- breeding season, the birds become territorial
Nests: The nests are built either on the ground or just above the ground in
marshes or cattail patches
Facts: The Red-winged Blackbird is one of the most abundant, well spread
song birds in North America, there are 3-7 eggs/ clutch, they are
polygamous-> one male to more than one female (usually 5 females at a
time)
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Female
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